
The Ethics of Riding Elephants: An Interview
with Dr. Jennifer Cox
Riding elephants is a popular tourist activity in many parts of the world, but
is it ethical? Dr. Jennifer Cox, an expert on elephant welfare, weighs in on
the debate.
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Dr. Cox, thank you for speaking with me today. Can you tell me a little
bit about your work?

I'm a veterinarian and animal welfare scientist. I've been working with
elephants for over 20 years, and my research focuses on their health and
well-being.

What are your thoughts on elephant riding?

I believe that elephant riding is inherently unethical. Elephants are not
domesticated animals, and they are not built to carry people on their backs.
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Riding an elephant can cause them pain, discomfort, and even serious
injuries.

Can you elaborate on the specific risks to elephants from riding?

Sure. Riding an elephant can put excessive strain on their backs, necks,
and joints. It can also cause abrasions and wounds from the saddle and
howdah (the seat that tourists sit in). In some cases, elephants have even
been known to die from injuries sustained while being ridden.

In addition to the physical risks, are there also psychological risks to
elephants from riding?

Yes, there are. Elephants are highly social animals, and they need to be
able to interact with other elephants in order to be healthy and happy.
Riding an elephant can disrupt their social interactions and cause them
stress and anxiety.

What are some ethical alternatives to elephant riding?

There are a number of ways to enjoy elephants without riding them. You
can visit elephant sanctuaries, where you can observe elephants in their
natural habitat. You can also go on elephant walks, where you can walk
alongside elephants and learn about their behavior. Or, you can simply
donate to organizations that are working to protect elephants.

What can tourists do to help protect elephants?

The best thing that tourists can do is to avoid riding elephants. If you're
considering an elephant ride, please do your research and make sure that



the company you're booking with treats their elephants humanely. You can
also support organizations that are working to protect elephants and
promote ethical tourism.

Thank you for your time, Dr. Cox.

You're welcome. I'm happy to help.
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